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Shortened version during the pandemic

MInisterial Miscellaneous by Annie kopko
Listening to youtube the other day I came upon a piece by Esther Hicks and Abraham about our self-talk, something I think we do all day long. Do we
really understand how easy and destructive it can be to be negative. It is my habit when I wake up each morning and wonder how much my muscles will be
aching. Soon I silently express the gratitude I feel for waking up and feeling quite good in this old body of mine. Ever since I went to Santa Fe, New
Mexico to live, 42 years ago, and joined the Santa Fe Church of Religious Science, I have understood how important positive affirmations are to our state
of mind and general feeling of well being. I believe all is well, no matter what the world looks like. Spirit is alive and well and living through us. We are
making daily choices about how this will be.
In the piece on Youtube, Abraham took this awareness up another notch for me which I share with you (converted into “thank yous”):
Thank you for many new expansive ideas you bring me today.
Thank you for bringing me to places I love.
Thank you for helping me visit with others who love as I do.
Thank you for making me aware of my power.
Thank you for guiding me to thoughts in harmony with my core desires.
And: Thank you for sending me evidence of how this all works in delicious humorous ways for the goodness of all beings.
Check our website or your email for the way to get your tickets for a very special concert IN PERSON with Bob Sima and Shannon Plummer,
August 5th, at 7PM entitled: “Where the Light Gets In”.
Please note that Layla will no longer be sending out a weekly email listing all of our events. Everything will be on our website; interfaithspirit.org.
Have a very happy August, Blessings,

Annie

Sunday Celebration Services for August 2021
August 1:
Service Leader: Rev. Annie Kopko
Message: Janet Somalinog “To Disagree or Not to Disagree? That is
Not The Question!”
Reading: John Lang
Meditation: Craig Harvey
Special Music: San and Emily Slomovits
August 8
Service Leader: Janet Somalinog
Message: Trevor Chaitanya Eller “Introduction to the Yoga Sutras of
Pantanjali in light of Universal Spirituality”
Reader: Peggy Lubahn
Meditator: Brett Koon
Special Music: Marlena Studer and Steve Ragsdale
August 15
Service Leader: Rev. Annie Kopko
Message: Laurie Knerr “3+3: Everyday Spiritual Gems”
Reader: Lindsay Passmore
Meditator: Dawn Swartz
Special Music: Marlena Studer and Steve Ragsdale

August 22
Service Leader: Rev. David Bell
Message:Kashi Amma “TBA”
Reading: Carol Bardenstein
Meditation: TBA
Special Music: Craig Brann and Alaura Massaro
August 29
Service Leader:Rev. Delyth Balmer
Message: Imam Kamau Ayubbi “TBA”
Reading: Judy Bell
Meditation: Dave Bell
Special Music: Jean Wilson

Peggy’s column

AUTHOR BIO
Peggy River Singer is a Lightworker, animal communicator, medium, faerie ally, Reiki practitioner, and lifelong
writer. She combines her gifts to help create harmonious relationships among all who share the Earth. Connect
by phone at 734-548-0194; and by email at newbluecanoe@aol.com. Articles about her experiences and
insights are posted on her blog, angelsfairiesandlife.wordpress.com.

A Conversation with the Guiding Intelligence of STARSEEDS
By Peggy River Singer
For many years, I've identified myself as a Lightworker; and I've wondered which of the dozens of other categories of "enlightened
beings" I might fit into. Could I be an Indigo, a Crystal, a Walk-in, an Earth-Angel? Or something else, something more? I've been doing
a lot of reading, and a lot of thinking about the patterns and events in my life.
On the morning of Monday, July 12, I stood at my Reiki altar and got ready to say my daily affirmations. ("Just for today, I will let go
of worry and anger; do my work carefully; be grateful; honor my family and teachers; and be kind.") I had no idea this simple routine
would lead to answers for some of the questions I had been wondering about!
"Today, I let go of worry and anger /// MY SENSE OF LOSS AND LONELINESS, YES I AM A STARSEED."
As I was catching my breath, THANK YOU echoed powerfully through my heart and could be felt throughout my body.
Clearly, it was time to go to the source and ask some questions...
Starseeder: Ah, yes, here we go! Welcome! What a pleasure to meet you and have this opportunity!
Peggy: Thank you, I'm excited about speaking with you! Is "Starseeder" the name you'd like me to use?
Starseeder: Yes. It is descriptive, and much easier for you to understand and pronounce than my designation in my natural
language would be.
Peggy: Will you describe who you are, and what you do?
Starseeder: Gladly. I am charged by Creator to coordinate and oversee the program by which souls from Earth and other planets
can experience many different lifetimes in order to develop their capacities for serving The All.
=
=
=

Peggy: When was this program begun?
Starseeder: The "beginning" does not really exist, at least in terms of the linear time you are accustomed to. We work with "all
timelines all the time", you see.
Peggy: So do individual souls volunteer for this program, or is it offered to them?
Starseeder: A combination of both concepts, I would say; along with other possibilities. Remember that souls are eternal, so they
may join or leave the program as desired.
Peggy: How many souls do you work with at a time?
Starseeder: Beyond counting. And the souls who have participated previously and are no longer in the program, are beyond
counting.
Peggy: Can an individual soul choose lifetimes that are of particular interest to them?
Starseeder: Yes, absolutely. Since we have all of eternity to work with, it is a simple matter for a soul to explore all the lifetimes and
experiences that are desired. And the "list" of each soul can be added to and adjusted easily.
Peggy: Do you, or Creator, insist on this or that experience for each soul, even if the soul does not want to do so?
Starseeder: Here is an example of human reactions to likes and dislikes, obeying or disobeying, that is not applicable to this
situation. Many of the souls in the program are not human. Plus, in the "pure soul" state, there is only Oneness, so the concept of
disagreement is unknown.
Peggy: Is it safe to assume that the souls you work with come from many different universes?
Starseeder: Exactly! There are no limits of any kind.
Peggy: Do you have any assistants to help you manage this massive project?
Starseeder: There are those who consult, an exchange of ideas and camaraderie, yes. But since I/we exist in an eternal state, we
are well able to handle our responsibilities effortlessly.
Peggy: Do you all have friends and loved ones, in the human sense?

Starseeder: I would describe it as the camaraderie of united purpose. We do not have the variety
closeness among us, as humans do. For example, you have acquaintances, friends,
the state of eternity, these gradations are unnecessary.
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Peggy: I expect that most people are a combination of different varieties of Starseeds,
being "only" a Crystal, for example.

instead of

Starseeder: This is correct, as you are discovering in your own case.
Peggy: It seems like my gifts and skills are blossoming faster and faster; I never know what each day
Starseeder: That is to be expected, since you are reaching the level of spiritual mastery and openness
acceptance that allows these attributes to flourish. You are part of the great flowering of spiritual growth
on your Earth, along with millions -- yes, millions -- of others...

will bring.
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Peggy: I can FEEL them!!!
Starseeder: Good. Let that sense of oneness guide you in your day-to-day life, as well as during your
you work and LEARN on other levels.

Dreamtime, when

Peggy: Will you please confirm whether I am a Walk-in?
Starseeder: I anticipated this question. Since you have already done the work, I shall confirm your
Knowing that you are a Walk-in. The "hosting" soul was about the age of eight years and was
consuming part of a bottle of baby aspirin. This completed the experience that soul desired;
as she departed that physical form, your soul moved in so that you could begin the experience you desired i
that setting. All the souls involved -- including family and friends -- agreed to this arrangement.
Peggy: Thank you. Would you like to add anything else at this time?
Starseeder: No, the discussion is complete.
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Board of Trustees

Board meetings are held on Zoom the 3rd Sunday of each month from 1:00 to
3:00 p.m. unless otherwise announced. The meetings are open for all to attend and
community input is greatly appreciated.. You may communicate with the board by
email at board@interfaithspirit.org .
Marice Clark
Vicki Davinich
John Lang
Donald Prevost-Hart
Pat Root
Paulette Stenzel
Mary Alice Truitt

Drumroll, please….
Anywhere, USA: An Adventure Away from Reality
Magic, myths, and monstrous creatures: what more could you want during these
troubling times? Take a break from real life and escape to Anywhere, USA, a town of
dark secrets, rural charm, and a history cloaked in mystery. Join along with Jules and
Elliot Paige as they dive headfirst and blindfolded into a world they never knew
existed, where fairytale creatures—both good and bad—roam the Earth (or at least
roam this one national park in Washington State). There, they will fight for their lives
and for the town they’ve come to call their home, not only discovering the great evil
that lurks beneath, but also a little something about themselves as well. Available on
Amazon. Suitable for ages 13+.

Type: Thomas A T Kaminski Anywhere, USA into the Amazon books search bar, free
delivery for prime members :-)

